I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems numerous advantages are pushing the introduction of multiple antennas technologies in most of new wireless standards, including the IEEE 802.15 [1] - [3] . However, ultrawideband (UWB) technology has some peculiar characteristics, making the understanding of the performance of a MIMO approach difficult for this technology.
MIMO systems encode information both in spatial and temporal variations of the signal [4] , but the maximization of the transfer rate is realized according to different approaches depending on the particular realization of the channel matrix and on the SNR. In particular, in the so called "spatial multiplexing" mode, MIMO systems increase the bit rate enlarging the dimension of the signal space by using the (spatial) number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of the electromagnetic field [4] . In practice, the available DoF of the field are used to send independent information, obtaining a "spatial multiplexing gain" [5] . In the case of low SNR, MIMO systems take advantage of the spatial diversity offered by the use of multiple antennas. If the channel is known at both the transmitter and the receiver (the so called "channel state information" or CSI case), spatial diversity can be extracted through the dominant eigenmode transmission technique (DETT) [5] , in which all the available power is sent through the spatial channel associated with the largest eigenvalue of the channel matrix, maximizing the SNR. The understanding of the way of working of a MIMO system is not only a theoretical interesting result, but has also practical technical relevance, since the design of MIMO systems implementing spatial multiplexing or spatial diversity is different.
The above discussion clearly points out that the analysis of the improvements of using MIMO technology in UWB systems is not straightforward. In particular, the importance of the signal level compared to the noise level (and, in presence of interferences, also to the interference level) makes fundamental the measurement of MIMO channels in real environments.
In this communication, the analysis of the improvement achievable integrating the MIMO technology in UWB systems is investigated on the basis of measured MIMO channels in indoor environments. The performance is analyzed varying the SNR, and using the channel capacity as a figure of merit of the system. The channel capacity of a wideband channel is evaluated by dividing the entire available bandwidth in a large number of frequency bins, each of them having bandwidth narrower than the coherence bandwidth.
The channel capacity is evaluated in this paper considering a constraint on the average transmitted power on each frequency bin according to the spectral density power restriction of UWB systems. Note that the use of classic total average power constraint would give higher channel capacity, that would not be compatible with the UWB standard, as discussed above.
As a last observation, in the paper the term "channel capacity" will be used also considering other communication strategies (MIMO without waterfilling, maximum SNR, "opportunistic communication"). Strictly speaking, the use of the term "channel capacity" is not rigorous in these cases, and it is used in the meaning of the "supremum of the bit rate with vanishing error probability" under the considered constraints.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Measurements of the channel matrix were performed in an indoor environment represented by a room of the Microwave Laboratory at the University of Cassino. The dimensions of the room were about 4 m 2 6 m 2 3.5 m. Three metallic tables and other dielectric and metallic furniture were present. During the measurements no moving objects were present. A Vector Networ Analyzer was used to measure the channel matrix of a 2 2 2 MIMO system. The UWB patch antennas developed at the electromagnetic diagnostic (ELEDIA) Laboratory of the University of Trento were used. The antennas work in the bandwidth 6-8.5 GHz. In this range the reflection coefficient of the antennas is lower than -10 dB. The antennas were designed by means of an innovative approach based on the use of a spline description of the antenna geometry and on a Particle Swarm algorithm [6] . In addition to the compliance to input impedance matching requirements, such an approach allows to design UWB antenna systems 0018-926X/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE with distortionless propagation properties that fit the user constraints in terms of flatness of both the transfer function and the group delay. The antenna prototypes, built on an Arlon substrate, were experimentally verified at ELEDIA Laboratory in Trento as well as at Microwave Laboratory in Cassino.
Regarding the experimental scenario, the inter-element distance between the transmitting (TX) antennas was 13 cm. The same inter-element distance was fixed for the receiving (RX) antennas. Measurements were performed with the two receiving antennas (as well as the two transmitting ones) parallel each other, and placing the antennas in different positions in order to consider both the LOS cases and the NLOS cases, with a distance between TX and RX antennas ranging from 20 cm up to 3 m.
The elements of the channel matrix were measured in the frequency range 6-8.5 GHz. The band was uniformly divided in 334 almost frequency-flat sub-bands, having about 7.5 MHz bandwidth each. This value is lower than the coherence bandwidth of the UWB channel, estimated to be about 10 MHz [3] . Since the FCC standard regularization fixes the maximum EIRP to -41.3 dBm/MHz, the channel capacity was evaluated considering an average transmitted power equal to -32.6 dBm for each of the 334 sub-channels. The received signal power was evaluated by means of the measured attenuation.
The signal was supposed to be affected by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a spectral power density varying from -100 dBm/Hz to -180 dBm/Hz. Note that the spectral noise density at T = 300 K is 0174 dBm=Hz. However, according to the IEEE 802.15 working group indications ( [3] , [7] ), we must expect 6.6 dB of receiver noise figure, and a further implementation loss of almost 3 dB, so that the noise spectral density is expected to be not lower than -163 dB/Hz. Of course, the presence of interfering signals would increase the noise in some parts of the spectrum, depending on the interference characteristics.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The first example deals with the measurements obtained positioning the TX and RX antennas at 1 m of distance, with a LOS path. The channel capacity of the single-input single-output (SISO) UWB system is plotted in Fig. 1 in bits/s/Hz as the line with triangles.
On the same figure the UWB MIMO system in the CSI case is plotted considering the waterfilling solution in each of the 334 sub-channels as line with diamonds (covered in part by the squares, whose meaning will be introduced below), showing an improvement of the channel capacity. The improvement can be quantitatively better evaluated in Fig. 2 where the ratio between the channel capacity of the CSI MIMO and SISO is plotted as line with diamonds. The figure shows that the improvement in the channel capacity drops from almost 4 to 2. In order to clarify the reason for the reduced channel capacity improvement, we consider three other cases. The first one regards the channel capacity with Channel State Information only at the Receiver (the so called "CSIR" case). In this case, the transmitted power (in each sub-band) is equally split into the two available spatial sub-channels of the MIMO system. The channel capacity and the improvement compared to SISO are plotted as lines with dots in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. The second case is relative to the DETT solution, which maximizes the SNR in each sub-band, obtained associating all the available power in each sub-band to the spatial sub-channel related to the highest singular value of the channel matrix (line with squares in Figs. 1-2 ). In the third case, we use a simple "opportunistic strategy" to take advantage of the spatial diversity. Specifically, the system transmits all the power available in each sub-band using the TX and RX antenna associated to the element of the sub-band channel matrix giving the lowest attenuation (improvement compared to SISO system plotted in Fig. 2 as line with empty circles).
With reference to Fig. 2 , it should be noted that the channel capacity of the CSIR MIMO tends to the capacity of CSI MIMO in the case of low spectral noise density power, while the DETT strategy tends to the capacity of CSI MIMO for high spectral noise density power. As well known, the CSIR MIMO case tends to CSI case in the case of high SNR [5] . Consequently, for spectral noise power lower than -150 dBm/Hz we must expect that the ratio between the received signal power and the noise power is sufficiently high to allow to use the spatial channels of the MIMO system in an effective way, obtaining multiplexing gain. In this case, the gain is not larger than the minimum between the number of transmitting and of receiving antennas (i.e., 2 for the MIMO system under test). Instead, for low SNR the system tends to use only one spatial channel, combining the transmitted and received signal in order to maximize the SNR at the receiver. In this case we basically have a power gain. Consequently, the gain is not larger than the product between the number of receiving and transmitting antennas [5] (i.e., 4 in this case). Finally, the curve with empty circles shows that the DETT allows a much higher diversity gain than a simple "opportunistic" strategy in the case of low SNR. Now, let us consider the same experimental set-up, in which the LOS was blocked by means of a metallic box between the TX and RX antennas. In this case we have a lower mean value due to the absence of the LOS component. The resulting shift of the gain curves plotted in Fig. 3 makes the power gain more advantageous than the multiplexing gain. The increasing of the distance between the RX and TX antennas gives a further shift of the curves. For example, the results obtained in case of TX and RX antennas placed at 3.10 m distance is plotted in Fig. 4 . The plot shows that the MIMO system basically works by increasing the received power and not as spatial multiplexer for a reasonable spectral noise density range. Furthermore, MIMO CSI allows significant improvement in the bit rate compared to a simple "opportunistic" strategy.
IV. CONCLUSION
The measured data show that, with the typical SNR involved in UWB communication systems, MIMO systems allow a significant multiplexing gain only at short distances (less than a couple of meters). Since the bit rate of UWB at short distances is already very high, improvements in UWB are practically relevant at large distances. Consequently, the results of the experimental investigation suggest that the best way to introduce MIMO technologies in UWB systems is to adopt DETT and, consequently, to use the diversity gain offered by MIMO systems to increase the communication range. Although this work is focused on the spatial diversity, this observation is true also for polarization diversity, since the limitations are not related to the distribution of the two singular values of the channel matrix, but mainly to the low signal to noise ratio of the UWB communication systems at large distance. It is worth noting that, while the spatial multiplexing is a specific characteristic of MIMO systems, spatial diversity can be obtained also, for example, with single input-multiple output (SIMO) systems [5] . Accordingly, the analysis on the performance of MIMO systems compared to those of SIMO systems appears fundamental to understand the real advantages of MIMO technologies in UWB systems [3] . This requires a full statistical characterization of UWB MIMO channels in realistic scenarios. Such a task is currently under development.
As a last observation, the aim of the present work is to give some insight on the usefulness of multiple antennas in UWB systems. The practical implementation of multiple antenna techniques in pulsed signaling UWB systems is a complex task that requires further studies.
